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third-party originations
ing mortgage bankers often pay a slightly
more generous commission rate than
servicing mortgage banks because their
profit and loss (P&Ls) margins are totally
fee income-driven, yet still discourage
the origination of defective products.
They too will terminate any production
employee found to be practicing unethical origination tactics of any kind because
they are obligated under strictly enforced
correspondent lending contracts to
repurchase loans determined to be
defective, in addition to first pay and
early pay default liabilities. Mortgage
brokers typically pay the highest per unit
commission rate of all origination platforms. They too are totally fee-driven,
with commission rates that have ranged
from 60 to 90 percent of total fee revenue, including yield spread premiums
(YSPs). This is often rationalized due to
the lack of benefits offered by the
employer and the “harder sell” scenario
created by discriminating disclosure
requirements that limit those originators
from achieving the unit volume enjoyed
by servicing and non-servicing mortgage
banks, banks and credit unions. If the
originator is a valuable contributor to the
bottom line of the brokerage, there is a
predictable reluctance to take decisive
action against the guilty originators by
the owner/broker. The wholesale agreements with the lenders have been too
weakly worded or passively enforced,
and those who were enforced were
ignored by the brokers or they simply
closed up and re-opened under another
name. This author is definitely not for
limiting or capping origination income
for loan officers. However, I am not an
advocate for low volume/high commission incentive programs.
But what about the sub-prime and Alta programs? Let’s be clear about this. It is
not so much the liberal terms of programs and/or underwriting that caused
the majority of the losses driving the
meltdown. It is the misuse of those programs and the documentation trickery
and counterfeiting that drives a majority
of the losses. The analysis also demonstrated that, by early 2008, approximately 60 percent of mortgage fraud was
“fraud for shelter,” but only represented
approximately five percent of the losses.
That’s right … liberal programs only represent five cents of the dollars lost in the
meltdown! The explosion of foreclosures
skews that figure after the beginning of
2008 due to short sales and rapidly deteriorating property values. But the meltdown was seeded way in advance of
2008! On the other hand, approximately
40 percent of mortgage fraud was “fraud
for profit” and represented approximately 95 percent of the losses. That indicates
it is not the programs themselves but the
abuse of the programs that are the root
of the real problem, as well as this disagreement of where we are! Arguably
nine out of 10 of the fraudulent loans
were broker-originated! Mortgage
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bankers know it. Banks know it. And
equally as important, the regulators
know it. That’s why modifications of business and risk models used by lenders and
insurers are not the principal threat to
the survival of the brokers, but rather the
eliminations, delivery channel closings,
mortgage insurance restrictions and new
legislation, much of it directed against
brokers who are the principal threat.
The fix to this problem is both simple
and complicated. First, modify the compensation structure to more closely
resemble that of mortgage bankers.
Paying a higher rate to offset the lack of a
benefits program is fair, but it should be
kept at a reasonable level. Reallocating
some of the excessive commission rates to
payroll to strengthen supervision and
quality control systems would improve
the business model significantly, and
would go a long way to meeting the next
objective. Next, push to change some of
the laws requiring brokers to disclose
their earnings in a manner other origination platforms are not required to do. In
other words, level the playing field so brokers can better focus their efforts on unit
volume, rather than income per unit. It’s
in the mortgage banker’s interest to do
whatever it takes to preserve the mortgage broker business. They will need the
production, and wholesale platforms are
typically less expensive to operate and
maintain than retail platforms, especially
in stagnant or down cycles. In addition,
and at least as important as any other
step, mortgage brokers must defeat the
reputation that is creating so much fear
that the lenders to whom brokers were
their best customers are turning their
backs on the third-party originator industry? At the trade association level all the
way down to the individual broker level,
they must become more active and visible
in their efforts to clean up their own backyard. They must stop prioritizing fear of
litigation over the survival of the more
intense threat to your business and industry. They know who the bad guys are.
Their own loan officers tell them daily
when they report that another broker got
a loan approved and closed … that experience tells the honest and prudent broker
would absolutely not qualify within the
stated and intended terms of any known
program. We, as third-party lenders, need
the brokers to rebound and survive, but
they must take the lead to make that happen from this point on.
David Walden is a 39-year veteran of the
mortgage banking industry, specializing in
the mortgage production management of
retail, wholesale, correspondent and affiliate branch origination strategies, and currently owns Production Solutions, outsourced production management and
staffing. In addition, David also owns Risk
& Recovery Solutions, conducting mortgage
fraud detection, investigation, prosecution
and asset recovery. He may be reached by
e-mail at david@randrsolutions.biz.

